Say
hello
to
Welcome to your 24-hour
personal travel assistant.

Sam

Search for Sam

Sam is designed to know a lot

Your pocket travel assistant will

about you – what you like,

see that every step of your

where you’re going and what

journey is smooth.

you need.

Are you ready
for the new age?

Hi Kate,
Your flight home is
on time and traffic
is looking clear.
Time to relax!

Sam knows

What does
Sam do?

better travel experience

By organising and sending you up to date,
practical information based on context,
relevance and individual preference, Sam will
help you enjoy your experience. So you can
focus purely on your destination.

Sam will alert you based on up to date
travel information to ensure you don’t miss
your connection. But if you do, Sam will help
schedule you onto the next best option, all
within your company travel policy.

From pre-trip information, such as letting you
know your destination weather to help you
pack, to organising your airport transfers and
letting you know about gate changes, you’ll find
Sam really helpful.

Want Sam to suggest and find you a rated
local restaurant? You can use Sam for that too.

How does
Sam do it?

Sam is always on, so you don’t have to be.

smarter technology

The power of technology is changing the very
nature of corporate travel. Sam is designed
to incorporate the most important features that
a traveller needs, and the experiences that a
leisure traveller enjoys.

What is the result? A powerful combination of
data and functionality, with a little bit of ‘Sam’
personality added on top.

Sam knows

Itinerary

Sam

organised

responsive

See Sam manage
your itinerary

Sam keeps you
up to date

Sam knows

Sam

Sam

intelligent

interactive

Enjoy Sam’s
City guides

Chat with Sam
your way

Sam’s traveller benefits
Automatic trip load
Sends weather forecast
Book transport
connections

Rearrange travel
within policy
Uploads expenses
via photo

Help calculate
travel time

Real time alerts on
delays and changes
via app

Reminds and assists
check in

All via Sam app or
messaging platform

Alerts departure gate

Incident alerts and
assistance if needed

Offers destination
guides

Sam connects to lots of data services
User Profile

Calendar

GPS

Flightstats

Notifications

Weather

Restaurants

Destination guide info

GDS

Traffic

Hotel

Expenses provider

Airlines

PNRs and CRMs

Travel Policy

Cars and taxis

A.I
Travel Bot

Contact

Flight Centre Business Travel
0208 336 6475
enquiry@flightcentrebusinesstravel.co.uk
www.fcbt.co.uk

#thankssam

